
CofC Observing Guide 

 
I. Startup Procedures 

 

1) Turn on the observatory computer.  Login into the computer using the 
Observer account. Do NOT change any settings or install any software on 
this computer! 
 

2) Create a new folder in the Documents directory that will contain all the 
data collected from the nights observations. Name the new folder 
obs_year_month_day. Keep any important notes regarding your 
observations in a readme file located in this directory. The readme file 
should contain the following information: 
Names of telescope operators, date, start and end time of your observing 
run, brief summary of observational plan,  instruments used, and any issues 
that may arise during your observations. Include the “seeing” in arcsecs for 
the night based on the results of your telescope focus (section 7). 
 

3) Power ON: Turn on the power outlets on the Switch that is mounted on the 
telescope. Specifically, turn on power to: 
Position 1: Rotator/Focuser 
Position 2: Filter Wheel 
Position 3: CCD camera 
Position 4: Perseus Instrument Selector 
 
Make sure that the power to the USB hub mounted on the telescope is on 
(light indicators on hub should be on) and the power to the Sidereal 
Technology Server Controller II is on, the power to it is on and at 14.0 Volts 
(typically left on). Make sure that the two switches on the Electronic 
Focusing Accessory box are on (typically left on). 
 
 



 
4) Software Start up:  

 
OPEN Maxim DL6 (used to control the CCD) 
If you are planning to use a CCD camera and control it with Maxim DL6 
open the software package Maxim DL6.  In the Maxim DL window click on 
Toggle Camera Control tab at the top, then under the Setup tab click on 
Connect and Coolers on.  Set temperature to -15 to -35. The temperature is 
set by clicking Cooler in Setup. Primary observations (flats, bias, dark 
current, target objects) should be initiated when the temperature reaches 
the set point. Note that a few observations can be taken prior to the CCD 
reaching the set-point temperature (i.e, see Focusing).  Click on the Dome 
Icon Observatory Control tab at the top and then click on Connect next to 
Telescope and close this window. This will open the STI window (used to 
control the mount). Keep track of the sensor temperatures in the Camera 
control window. 
 
 
OPEN SkyX (used to move the telescope to an object) 
Open the software package SkyX. In the SkyX window select Dome from 
the left bar tab and hit the Connect bar tab.  
On the bottom Taskbar of the monitor click on the ASCOM POTH window. 
In the POTH window click Connect Scope.  
 
OPEN the software tools PWI3 (used to control the rotator/focuser) and 
Perseus (used to control the instrument selector). In the Perseus window 
connect to the Perseus instrument selector by selecting connect under the 
File tab 
 
 

5) TURN OFF the dehumidifier.  PLUG IN dome slit power. Turn SWITCH on to 
OPEN top slit. Return SWITCH to “off” position. UNPLUG dome slit power. 
RE-COIL the cord. OPEN lower slit, manually (counterclockwise) 
 

6) Remove the plastic cover off the telescope and store it. 



 
7) HOME the telescope. In the STI window in Commands select HOME. In the 

Home Operations window click Initialize Scope Using Homing Switches. 
Only when when both Primary and Secondary Axis Homing lists idle click 
OK 

 

8) Check to see if the dome is tracking the telescope. Double Click on a nearby 
star in the SkyX window. Click on Slew to move to that star.   Under normal 
operations the dome should track the telescope. If this does not happen try 
the following: 
 
- In the ASCOM POTH window click on slave dome. If that doesn’t move 

the dome to the telescope HOME the telescope (see step 7) and then in 
the ASCOM POTH window enter 180 next to the Sync tab and click on 
the sync tab. The dome should move to the telescope. 

 
 

9) FOCUS the telescope. Determine the best focus of the telescope/CCD using 
PWI AF. First in the SkyX window click on a nearby star and slew to it. In 
the Maxim DL Camera Control window under the expose tab select the 
Lum filter under Filter Wheel, 20 sec exposure, Frame Type Light, X Binning 
of 4, and select single. Click on the Start tab to obtain an image. If you have 
more than ~10 stars in the field of view you are OK to proceed to the next 
step. If not, slew to a different star until you find enough stars in your FOV.  
In the PWI window press AF Configuration and setup the parameters for 
the focus. Select exp = 20s, number  = 10, and bin = 3. Select the directory  
to save the focus results. When setup is complete press AF in the PWI 
window. The PlaneWave focuser will move the focuser by the specified 
increments. At each location the software will take an image, fit Gaussian’s 
to the images of the stars and determine an average Full Width Half 
Maximum (FWHM). Once it has completed this procedure for all the 
specified positions of the focuser a PWI window will pop up. In this window 
click on graph. This will show a plot of the average FWHM as a function of 
focuser position and over-plot a fit of a Gaussian through this data. The 



focuser automatically moves to the location of best focus. Make sure that 
the fit is acceptable and there is no significant scatter of the FWHM versus 
position data. You may want to repeat the focusing procedure to check if 
your result is reproduceable to within 50 microns. The Focus position may 
change slowly over time especially if there is a significant change in 
temperature. If this is the case (especially if you notice a degradation in 
image quality) repeat the focus procedure during the course of the 
observing run.  
 
 

 
II. Obtaining Calibration and Observing Data 

 

10) Let’s take some calibration data 
 
Bias, Dark Current and Flat Field Frames. 
When the CCD temperature reaches the setpoint temperature you can start 
taking bias and dark current frames. Use the Autosave feature of Maxim DL 
to create 10 bias images. If you know what the typical exposure for your 
observations will be you can collect dark current images for those exposure 
times. For example, assume you were planning to observe a variety of 
objects with exposure times of 0.1 sec, 10 sec and 120 sec. You can collect 
dark current images for these specific exposure times. 
 
In the camera control window click on Options and select Set Image Save 
Path. Select the directory (obs_year_month_date) that you created today 
to save all your data. In the Camera Control window under the Expose tab 
select Autosave and click on Autosave. 
 
Provide a name for your file in the Autosave Filename. 
For slot 1 under type select dark, in the suffix box write a name that 
indicates the exposure time e.g., _120sec, in the repeat box enter the 



number of dark current frames that will be taken, and select binning 1 (if 
you plan to use a different binning select that instead).   
Turn off the lights in the dome, reduce the lights of the monitors, and set 
the monitors to night mode color. 
Close the autosave setup and hit Start. Check to see that your dark current 
files are saved in the directory that you selected.  
 
The bias and dark current are measures of the CCD output with no light 
input. Bias images are simply images taken by the CCD with no light input 
with a total integration time of 0.0 seconds. Dark current images also are 
made without any light input but have an exposure time greater than zero. 
The dark current in the CCD is a measure of the thermal agitation of the 
electrons in the CCD. That is, occasionally electrons will be expelled from 
their valence bands due to the thermal energy of the CCD. Once free, these 
electrons are captured by the CCD and are indistinguishable from those 
electrons freed by astronomical photons 

 

11) Let’s start Observing 
This is an example of how to obtain 3x120sec images in R, G, and B of the 
globular cluster M13 with CCD binning of 1 pixel (1 pixel = 0.47 arcsec).  
In the SkyX window find M13 and slew to it. In the Maxim DL Camera 
Control window under the expose tab select the R filter under Filter Wheel, 
120 sec exposure, Frame Type Light, X Binning of 1, and select an exposure 
type of single. Click on the Start tab to obtain an image. If M13 is detected 
and centered you are ready to proceed. In the Camera Control window 
under the Expose tab select Autosave and click on Autosave. Enter M13 in 
the Autosave Filename. For slot 1 under type select light, filter type R, in 
the suffix box write a name that indicates the exposure time e.g., _120sec, 
in the repeat box enter 3, and select binning 1. Input the information for 
the G and B filters  in slots 2 and 3.  Close the autosave setup and hit Start. 
Check to see that your files are saved in the directory that you selected. 

 

 



 

III. Shut Down Procedures 

 

12. You should only turn the CCD cooler off after you have warmed up the camera 
and the Power has dropped to near  0%. Warm UP the camera in Maxim DL under 
the setup tab and disconnect the telescope under the dome icon (under telescope 
select disconnect). 

13. In STI under commands select PARK. The telescope should move to the PARK 
position. 

 

14. On the bottom Taskbar of the monitor click on the ASCOM POTH window. In 
the POTH window click Disconnect Scope. In the SkyX window select Dome from 
the left bar tab and hit the Disconnect bar tab. Click on the Dome Icon 
Observatory Control tab of Maxim DL at the top and then click on Disconnect 
next to Telescope and close this window. 

15. Close the SkyX , STI, and PWI  windows  

16. Disconnect Perseus and close window 

17. Then turn the cooler off and disconnect camera and close Maxim DL 

18. Carefully place the plastic cover on the telescope and instruments. 

19. TURN ON the dehumidifier.  PLUG IN dome slit power.  Close lower slit, 
manually (clockwise). Turn SWITCH on to CLOSE top slit. Return SWITCH to “off” 
position. RE-COIL the cord. 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 

Polar AXIS alignment: clockwise motion of altitude adjustment raises altitude of 
telescope. 



1 turn of altitude knob is about 19 arcmin 

1 turn of azimuth knob 41 arcmin (to move mount West you need to unscrew east 
bolt out and screw west bolt in)   

 

Adding to existing pointing model. 

Open all programs like you would normally do if you were imaging. 

CCD setting : exp = 1s, bin = 4, continuous, lum filter 

In the STI star chart select a star and hit go to, then when it’s there center it in 
MaximDL with cursor 

Then select model and wait for while and continue source. 

 

When enough sources have been collected select HOME  

Then click on find transit angle of secondary first wait until idle is indicated and 
repeat with the primary axis. 

THEN HIT OK to save the updated model. 

 


